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The Lonely Hearts Hotel
Jennifer McVeigh

Two orphaned soulmates – one a piano prodigy, the
other a dancing savant – dream up a plan for the most
extraordinary circus show the world has ever seen
against the backdrop of the Great Depression.

Swimming Lessons
Claire Fuller

Returning home to care for her aging father 12 years
after her mother’s disappearance, Flora discovers that
before she went missing, her mother wrote letters to
her father about their marriage and hid them among his
thousands of books. By the award-winning author of

Our Endless Numbered Days.

A Separation

Katie Kitamora

Separating from her faithless husband, only to be drawn
into the investigation of his disappearance, a young
woman travels to a remote region of the southern
Peloponnese, where she traces the failure of the
relationship and discovers how little she knew about
the man she once loved.

The Shimmering Road
Hester Young

A follow-up to The Gates of Evangeline finds expectant
mother Charlie Cates suffering from prophetic dreams
about a threat against her unborn daughter before
discovering the astonishing identities of two double
murder victims.

The Fortunate Ones

The Housekeeper

Ellen Umansky

Suellen Dainty

One very special work of art—a Chaim Soutine
painting—will connect the lives and fates of two
different women, generations apart, in a debut novel
that moves from World War II Vienna to
contemporary Los Angeles.

After her boyfriend drops her for a more glamorous
girlfriend, Anne Morgan decides to lie low for a bit,
taking a job as a housekeeper for a famous couple. But
the career move may not be as restful as she had
hoped.

Setting Free the Kites

Always

Befriending a fearless newcomer who helps him
work through the challenges of being frequently
bullied, Robert works at his friend's side during a
summer at his family's amusement park and uncovers
harsh truths about personal secrets and revenge.

Encountering a ragged homeless man on her way to a
romantic dinner with her fiancé, Kailey Crane discovers
that the man is the ex she never got over and
confronts an impossible choice against a backdrop of
the 1990s music scene in Seattle.

Alex George

Dead Letters

Sario Jio

Caite Dolan-Leach

Lucidity

Zelda Antipova—presumed dead—leaves a series of
clues for her twin sister, Ava, which leads her on a
scavenger-hunt-like quest to solve the mystery of
Zelda's disappearance.

Dreams and deception collide in David Carnoy's pageturning tale of murder, manipulation, and mistaken
identity.

The Chilbury Ladie’s Choir
Jennifer Ryan

David Carnoy

The Impossible Fortress
Jason Rekulak

Letters and journals reveal the struggles, affairs,
deceptions and triumphs of five members of a village
choir during World War II as they band together to
survive the upheavals of war and village intrigue on
the English home front.

A 14-year-old boy pretends to seduce a girl to steal a
copy of Playboy before discovering that she is his
computer-loving soul mate against a backdrop of late1980s teen pop-culture trends.

Gilded Cage

Pachinko

A tale set in an alternate-universe England where the
lower classes must endure 10 years of forced service
to magically powered rulers follows the exploits of a
rebellious teen and his knowledge-seeking older
sister, who spark a rebellion while a dangerous
young aristocrat uses dark magic to remake the
world.

In early 1900s Korea, prized daughter Sunja finds
herself pregnant and alone, bringing shame on her
family until a young tubercular minister offers to marry
her and move with her to Japan, in the saga of one
family bound together as their faith and identity are
called into question.

Vic James

Min Jin Lee

